the trial by Ordeal,* &c. have long since been laid

Ham tells us (Summa Magna, cap. 3.) that no Attorney could be admitted to the Court-baron, without a precept from the King; whereas, according to this author (who was a judge in the reign of Edw. I.) Attorneys were admitted in the County-courts, both in civil and criminal actions.

From such tribunals as these, did Mr. Locke borrow his crude notions of a judiciary establishment for Carolina; and these were the models, which, in the present age of improvements, particularly in the sciences of government and jurisprudence, certain American Legislators have been copying!—[But, see more of this in a subsequent note.]

* These absurd modes of Trial, which grew out of the superstition of the earlier ages, very naturally fell,—in consequence of the spread of knowledge. The Ordeal was first prohibited by the canon law—and afterwards totally abolished by parliament, in the time of Henry VII. Trial by Battle stands repealed by canons only; and though our modern practice of Duelling is derived from that source, this is expressly contrary to law: But anciently, in Writs of Right (instituting a particular species of civil action,) and in Appeals touching life,—Trials might be by Battle, or by Jury, at the option of the defendant; yet with this difference—that in the former, the combat was to be by champions (who, it was requisite, should be freeholders,)—whereas in the latter, it could only be between the parties themselves. The Grand Affise, giving this alternative to the tenant, was introduced by Henry II, with the consent of parliament: and this is what Glenville (who wrote in that reign) refers to, as REGALE QUODDAM BENEFICIO, CLEMEN-

TIA PRINCIPI, DE CONSILIO PROCERUM, POPULIS INDULTUM; QUO VITE" &c.—[Vide 1. 2. c. 7.]—But after the institution of the judges in eyre (or circuit judges) by Hen. II. and the subsequent establishment of the court of common pleas,—which was erected in 1275,—real actions and other matters of importance were rarely tried in the county courts: and we perceive by the reference to Hengham in another note, that soon after the institution of those judicatories, both demandant and tenant in the Grand Affise might avail themselves of the benefits of Trial by Jury,—by transferring the cause to one of the King's courts,—
aside, as irrational; and that by *Jury,* alone, retained and cherished,—as the best possible means of investigating truth, on the evidence of facts.

In the reign of King John, the Trial by *Jury*—as it was established by the laws of Edward the confessor, and continued by William the conqueror—was solemnly confirmed† by the Great Charter:‡ And

Yet Mr. Hume remarks, that there was an instance of the Trial by Battle, so late as the reign of Elizabeth.

But although the trial by Ordeal (which was meant to decide criminal causes) was not totally abolished in England, 'till the time of Hen. VII. it was proscribed throughout the Christian world, by an ecclesiastical decree of the 4th council of Lateran—which was in the reign of Hen. III. and this, Mr. Hume notices, as a faint mark of improvement, in that age. Hence it would appear, that in the intermediate period of more than 200 years, this superstitious practice had in some degree prevailed. The trial by Battle, however, obtained throughout Europe, in those early days.

* Trial in the Civil Law, is by Witenesses: Whereas the Common Law, as Fortescue observes, "never determineth a controversy by Witenesses only, that may be determined by a Jury of twelve men; forasmuch as this way is much more available and effectual for the trial of the truth, than is the form of any other laws of the world, and further from the danger of corruption and subornation."—See Fortesc. de Laud. &c. cap. 32.

† *Magna Carta*, together with *Charta de Foresta*, obtained a new confirmation in the succeeding reign of Henry III.

‡ Mr. De Lolme notices the relaxation made by Hen. I. in favor of the people, of some of the rigid laws of the Conqueror: After which he remarks, that—"Under Henry II. Liberty took a further stride; and the ancient Trial by Jury—a mode of procedure which is
from that period—nearly six hundred years past—it has been the established, constitutional mode, of trying both civil and criminal causes, under the English law.

But, independently of the use of this trial in England, traces are perceived of the ancient use of Juries in France, Germany and Italy; all of whom had a judicial tribunal, composed of twelve good men and true: And in Sweden, where the regal power was formerly very limited, the trial by Jury was in established use, till the middle of the seventeenth century. Sir William Temple remarks, that vestiges are not wanting of this trial, from the very institutions of Odin or Woden—the first leader of the Scythians, Asiatic Goths, or Goeta, into Europe; and founder of that mighty Kingdom round the Baltic sea, from whence all the Gothic governments in the north-western parts of Europe were derived. Hence it is known to have been as ancient in Sweden, as any records or traditions of that kingdom:—Nor is it improbable that the ancient Swedes, and the founders of other northern nations in Europe among whom jury-trial obtained, may have borrowed the institution from the Roman polity. The Normans, long accustomed to Jury-trial, are supposed to have

at present one of the most valuable parts of the English law—made again, though imperfectly, its appearance." [See his work on the Constitution of England, ch. 2.]—Henry II. reigned 35 years—and he died 26 years before the date of Magna Charta: yet we perceive, that the ancient Trial by Jury was revived, in some degree, at that early period.
brought it into England, with them, together with other juridical institutions of their own country; although it had been used among the Saxon-English, long before the conquest. About the same period, too, the institution of juries is recognized as an established usage, in Germany, by the laws of the emperor Conrad II.—He decreed, that none of his subjects should be deprived of their Benefice,* unless ac-

* The word beneficium (rendered benefice, in our language,) was in use before the word feudum, which wertem sief, fee, or feud. Feudum, according to the historian Robertson, was substituted in place of beneficium, and first occurs in a charter of King Robert of France, A. D. 1008.

Sir Martin Wright informs us, that fiefs had anciently several denominations: While they were precarious, they were called munera; afterwards, when they became temporary and for life, they acquired the name of beneficia; and they were first denominated feuda (or feoda,) when they began to be granted in perpetuity—and not before. Conrad II. who began his reign in the year 1024, was the first emperor (as Dr. Robertson tells us) who made fiefs hereditary.

The word "benefice" (beneficium,) as used in this place, we may then understand to mean, a freehold estate in lands—for life, at least. And the holders of these estates were free-men,—liberti homines; which Sir Martin Wright renders—"owners of land;" yet these benefices (though they were considered as honors—honores,) were not alodial property, but holden of the immediate lord of the fee. For although; at first, those were entitled liberi homines who had lands of their own, independent of any feudal superiority or dominion; yet upon the introduction of tenures, those whose estates came nearest to the condition of the alodial, were called liberi homines,—and judge Wright expressly tells us (in the work above cited) that the freeholders even of private lords were thus denominated. See Robertson's Hist. of Charles V., note 8th in the proofs and illustrations; and Wright's Introduction to the law of Tenures.
cording to the custom of their ancestors, and by the judgment of their peers.

Such, then, is the origin of Jury-trial, as it obtained among our ancestors. From them, we derived the Right: And judge Patterson has emphatically styled it—"a fundamental law, made sacred by the Constitution"—a law, which "cannot be legislated away."

Mr. Hume remarks, that "those who cast their eye on the general revolutions of society, will find, that, as almost all improvements of the human mind had reached nearly to their state of perfection about the age of Augustus, there was a sensible decline from that point or period; and men, thenceforth, relapsed gradually into ignorance and barbarism."

"The irruption of the barbarous nations"—and this followed only four centuries after—"overwhelmed all human knowledge;* which was already far on

* It is justly observed by a writer of our own country, "that as soon as Learning droops, or, feels the Tyrant's hand, its votaries sink back again into their original ignorance and rudeness. If we cast our eyes, says he, towards ancient Greece,—to what a pitch of glory and reputation did she raise herself, by carrying the Sciences to perfection! And Rome, once mistress of the world, was not less renowned for her victories, than her extensive Learning and Knowledge:—But, no sooner was she deprived of these, than she shrank back into a poor, petty state!"

The effect produced by the irruption of the Goths, Vandals, and other Barbarians, upon the Roman Empire, is sententiously noticed by the poet in these beautiful lines.

"Learning and Rome, alike, in Empire grew,
And Arts still flourished, where her Eagles flew:
* From the same Fors, at last, both felt their doom,
And the same age saw Learning fall, and Rome."

Pope's Ess. on Crit.
its decline: and men sunk every age deeper into ignorance, stupidity and superstition; till the light of ancient science and history had very nearly suffered a total extinction, in all the European nations."

"But," continues Hume, "there is a point of depression, as well as of exaltation, from which human affairs naturally return in a contrary direction, and beyond which they seldom pass, either in their advancement or decline. The period in which the people of Christendom were the lowest sunk in ignorance, and consequently in disorders of every kind, may justly be fixed at the eleventh century; about the age of William the conqueror: and from that era, the sun of science beginning to re-ascend, threw out many gleams of light, which preceded the full morning when letters were revived in the fifteenth century."—"Perhaps there was no event which tended further to the improvements of the age, than one which has not been much remarked,—the accidental finding of a copy of Justinian's Pandects* about the year 1130, in the town of Amalfi in Italy."

"The sensible utility of the Roman law, both to public and private interest, recommended the study of it.—What bestowed an additional merit on the civil law, was the extreme imperfection of that jurisprudence which preceded it, among all the European nations, especially among the Saxons or ancient

* The Pandects are a compilation of the principles and maxims of the Roman or Civil Law, deduced from numerous decisions; and to which an authoritative sanction was given by the emperor Justinian, by whose order this Digest was made.
English."—The historian then proceeds to notice these imperfections: "The absurdities," says he, "which prevailed at that time, in the administration of justice, may be conceived from authentic monuments, which remain, of the ancient Saxon laws; where a pecuniary commutation was received for every crime; where stated prices were fixed for men's lives and members; where private revenges were authorized for all injuries; where the use of the Ordeal, Corsnet, and afterwards of the Duel, was the received method of proof; and, where the judges† were rustic freeholders assembled of a sud-

† The right of referring the decision of controversies of a civil nature, to arbitrators (even to such "judges," as Hume here describes,) by the parties themselves, if they so chose to do, is not denied; in all cases where the matters in controversy regard their own personal interests; provided they do not affect, either directly or ultimately, the rights of others:—And such reference may be had at any time; as well after the commencement of a suit between the parties at variance, in a court of law, as before.

But it is the very essence of an Arbitration, that the submission there-to be made with the mutual consent of the parties. If they wrong their or wave any right of their own, by so doing—the act being own, and done with their free consent, they only can be affected by any injurious consequences resulting from it; and consequent-ly, no one else can have any just ground of complaint: For in such case, should the decision, as to the merits of the matter in controversy, prove ever so erroneous, the maxim of law applies—Consensus tol-lit errorem; consent abrogates error.

In all such cases, as at the time of establishing the constitution of the state, the citizens were entitled to the benefit of having trials by a Jury, in a court of law,—they cannot now, nor could they at any time subsequent to that period, be compelled to resort to any other mode of trial whatever. If either of the parties to a suit or action elect to have his
den, and deciding a cause from one debate or altercation of the parties.* Such a state of society was
cause tried by a jury,—he can no more be deprived of the right of
making that election, than could the two parties who should voluntarily
have agreed to submit their controversy to the award of Arbitrators, be
obliged to have it decided by the verdict of a jury. The parties them-
selves, in these cases, must be presumed to be the best judges—and, in-
deed, the only competent ones—of what may be most conducive to
their own particular interests, or convenience: A discretion, in this re-
spect, must necessarily be left with them—to be exercised free from con-
trol; so as neither to violate the principles of natural justice, nor to in-
fringe the constitutional rights of any individual. The exercise of such
a discretion is, in fact, the inviolable right of every freeman.

* If there were no other circumstance presented to our view, upon
which we might form an opinion of the rude and imperfect state of the
English Jurisprudence, at the period referred to by Mr. Hume—than
their resorting to such tribunals as he has described, for the purpose of
obtaining a dispensation of Law and Justice,—that alone would betray
its monstrous imperfections; or rather, the total incompetency of trib-
unals thus constituted, and legal controversies so managed, to answer
the purposes intended!—Well might he say—"such a state of society
was very little advanced beyond the rude state of Nature!" In a
Court (if it could claim that appellation) of this sort—on the trial of a
cause, involving perhaps, property of great value—no such triers as a
jury, for effecting an impartial decision on the equity of the case, re-
sulting from a fair investigation of its circumstances; no such agents as
Counsel, for stating the facts in the case and its merits, to that jury, and
explaining to them the law applicable thereto, under the discre-
etion and control of Judges of Law; were interposed between the
rude unlettered persons sitting in the capacity of Judges, and the al-
tercating parties. Chance might, indeed, in a tribunal of this
nature, produce a decision of a cause according to justice and Law:
but, as Mr. Jefferson has remarked (in his Notes on Virginia,) the
rightful decision of it would be as much a matter of accident, as if
very little advanced beyond the rude state of nature: Violence universally prevailed, instead of general and it had been determined by Cross & Pile,—which is a game of Chance.
Want of the aid of Counsel, in the trial of almost any cause, whatever, would effectually destroy that equilibrium, or equality, which ought to subsist between the parties; as to their respective means and faculties of stating the facts, elucidating the testimony, and applying the Law under the immediate eye of Judges of Law,—necessary to the attainment of a just and legal decision of the matter in controversy. May not the occurrence of an infinite variety of possible, and even very probable cases, be supposed, wherein the parties, in a cause under trial, would stand on extremely unequal ground, even before the most able Judges of Law, and the most upright and intelligent Jury—abstractedly from every consideration of the actual merits of their respective sides,—without the advice and assistance of a professional Advocate? A moment's reflection will suggest an answer in the affirmative. The immense disparity which we daily witness among men; in point of understanding and knowledge—as well as in respect to language or utterance, hearing, vision, &c. plainly evinces the vast and undue advantage which some men would possess over others, in the trials of litigated cases, were the parties to arrange, manage and advocate their own causes.—If such were the course of proceeding in our judicial tribunals they would soon—instead of administering justice, according to the laws of the land—become even with the best intentions, engines of injustice and oppression.

In the common concerns of individuals, they very frequently find it not only convenient, but necessary, to avail themselves of the services & talents of others, in the transacting of their business. Men cannot, in many instances, manage their own affairs, without employing Factors, Attorneys in fact, or Agents of some kind. These are the substitutes or representatives of their principals: And in most cases, which concern the private rights and interests of individuals, they possess a natural and indefeasible Right, thus to delegate the superintendence and conduct of them, to whom they please. It is a right founded in reason and the principles of common justice. If, then, a man enjoys this Right, in the management of his ordinary affairs,—does not common
equitable maxims: The pretended Liberty of the
times was only an incapacity of submitting to govern-
fence revolt at the idea of his being interdicted the exercise of the same
Right, when either his property, or other private concern, becomes
the object of judicial controversy or litigation? Why should he, in the
name of reason and justice, be deprived, in this case, of the agency of
such person as he may choose to employ and assist him; when, as we
have already seen, he probably may, and possibly must suffer Injustice
and Wrong, from the want of such aid?—The truth is, that no Law
can, in a free country, deprive the citizen of such privilege; and if it
were attempted, the act would be wholly unjustifiable; not only on the
ground of its repugnance to reason, but because it could have
no legal or constitutional operation: For the Constitution
of our own State has declared it to be one of "the general, great,
and essential Principles of Liberty and free Government"—
That all men are born equally free and independent, and have certain
inherent and indefeasible Rights; among which are those of
enjoying and defending Life and Liberty,—of acquiring, pos-
sessing, and protecting Property and Reputation, and of pur-
suing their own Happiness. But if a man, incapable of "protesting" his "Property," or his "Reputation," by the exercise of his own
faculties, or otherwise prevented from doing so, in particular cases—
(as many men are;) if, under such circumstances, a man were debarred
the privilege of taking to his assistance, as Counsel or Advocate, such
person as he might choose for that purpose; he would be deprived of a
Constitutional Right, declaratory of an absolute one; and
contrary also to the spirit of the Declaration of Rights, prohib-
ted from employing such means as he might deem necessary for securing
his own Interests. The privation of such Right would, in numerous
instances that may be readily conceived, be productive of the most inju-
rious confinements to the individual. It would be tyrannical and op-
pressive; for, it is a maxim of Natural Law, that No Right can be
founded on an Injury. "Man, (as is observed by a late Author)
is a free Agent; and, in the words of the Constitution of Pennsylvanias,
has an inherent and indefeasible right of pursuing his own Hap-
iness. His political liberty consists in his not being obstructed by
ment:* And men not protected by Law, in their Lives and Properties, sought shelter by their person-

any positive regulation of society, from prosecuting that object in such manner, and by such means, as he may think proper; provided they do not tend to infringe similar rights appertaining to others."—[See Barton's Dissert. on Law of Nat.]

Legislators must therefore remember—as it also behoves the Constituent to do—that they are, themselves, but the Proxies of the People; who depute them to exercise those functions, as their Representatives and in their behalf, which they cannot perform in their proper persons: And that Counsel, in the judicial department of Government, are such Proxies, as individuals among the people may choose to employ in their private affairs, without compulsion or restraint; to aid, with their advice and service, those whom they represent; in cases which the principal or constituent either is, or conceives himself to be, incompetent to manage by himself—or where he is incapacitated from attending in person, for that purpose. The Powers of the Proxies in both cases, are derivative, not original; both result from the principle of expediency, as well as of Right; and in both cases, likewise, the Proxies are compensated for their services, by those who depute and employ them.

* "It is without controversy," says Lord St. Alban, "that Learning doth make the minds of men gentle, generous, manageable, & pliant to government; whereas Ignorance makes them churlish, thwarting and mutinous: and the evidence of time doth clear this assertion,—considering that the most barbarous, rude and unlearned times, have been most subject to tumults, seditions and changes."

Certain it is, that men of sense and good information do, universally yield the most ready obedience to the Laws—provided such men are likewise virtuous; for, strictly speaking, no one can be said to possess a correct judgment, well improved,—or, in other words, to be a man of wisdom and knowledge,—without observing the precepts of morality: And it is equally true, that in a free country, the Laws alone must govern. In this sense, then, the foregoing observations of the celebrated Bacon are well founded. Enlightened and good men are always good
al servitude and attachments, under some powerful chieftain, or by voluntary combinations."—Coming down to the dawn of civilization, he continues his observations thus:—"The gradual progress of improvement raised the Europeans somewhat above this uncultivated state; and affairs, in this island particularly (Great-Britain,) took early a turn, which was more favorable to Justice and to Liberty. Civil employments and occupations soon became honorable among the English: The situation of that people rendered not the perpetual attention to war, so necessary, as among their neighbors; and all regard was not confined to the military profession. The gentry, and even the nobility, began to deem an acquaintance with the law, a necessary part of education: They were less diverted, than afterwards, from studies of this kind, by other sciences; and in the age of Henry VI, as we are told by Fortescue, there were in the Inns of Court about two thousand students—who gave application to this branch of civil knowledge: a circumstance which proves, that considerable progress was already made in the science of government, and which prognosticated a still greater."

citizens: but, on the other hand, we never fail to find weak, uninformed and wicked men, among those who act against the laws and the happiness of society; because such are more liable, either to be influenced by the artifices of others, or to be actuated by their own evil propensities.

A sentiment similar to that of Lord St. Alban, on this point, is expressed in the following dictum—which he has quoted in another place.

Scilicet ingenuas didicisse, fidelter, artes,
Emollit mores, nec sinit esse feros.
Such were the meliorating effects upon the great interests of civil society, in England, produced by the introduction—or rather restoration—of the liberal principles of the Common-law Maxims of that kingdom, into its general system of national jurisprudence. The clergy—in whose hands the administration of justice principally resided, in those early times, by reason of their superiority in learning to the laity—had introduced into the juridical polity of the country, many of the Civil-law institutions; both in principles and practice: And their early attachment to that system, chiefly on account of its connection with the Roman pontifical state, occasioned the adoption of it in the ecclesiastical courts; as well as in those cases, generally, of which ecclesiastics claimed cognizance, and wherein they exercised jurisdiction: Hence the Civil-law Maxims and proceedings still prevail in the ecclesiastical courts; also in the Admiralty, which exercises a kind of extra-territorial jurisdiction;—and in some degree, likewise, in the Chancery.*

But the general diffusion of knowledge and letters, which took place in the fifteenth century, rapidly divested the ancient law of the land of those preposterous appendages to it, which grew out of the ignorance and superstition of earlier times. The excellence of its fundamental principles, and the aptitude of its main structure—when stripped of its hetero-

* The Civil Law is followed, in England, in the Ecclesiastical courts, in the Admiralty, and in the courts of the two Universities; but it is nothing more, in these, than lex sub graviori legi.
geneous excrescences,—to subserve the administration of Justice, among a manly and free people, naturally attached the natives of the country to their ancient Common Law; thus improved and improving, by the growing wisdom of the community.

Amidst all the turbulence of the times, in the ruder ages of the English history, the people of that nation had pretty uniformly manifested a strong attachment to political liberty, and a high sense of their personal and individual rights. In proportion as they became more enlightened, they became more free. The popular institutions which obtained in the various departments of their government—instead of bowing implicit obedience to the mandates of an hereditary sovereign, however arbitrary and unjust frequently asserted, with energy and success, the rights of themselves, in their public relations to the community; and of those who had invested them with authority, for the promotion of the general weal.

But among all the popular* institutions of the English polity, there is none to which the People of Eng-

* The Trial by Jury owed its origin to that jealousy, which very naturally arose in the minds of a free people, lest injuries might result to the Rights, Privileges and Interests of Individuals, from an abuse of Power by Judges independent of the People, and Standing Magistrates or Tribunals of any kind. The institution of Juries was therefore devised, as a co-ordinate Tribunal; for the Trial of such causes as should involve the Lives, Liberties, Reputation and Estates, of the individual citizens: And thus, this popular Tribunal constitutes an essential Branch of the Judicial Power, and is a decided Check on the Judges of Law (though these are not exclusively such,) who form the other Branch.
land have adhered with greater firmness,—none, which they have guarded with more rigid jealousy,

The Council of Censors—which existed under the late Constitution of Pennsylvania—have very truly observed, that "Jury-trial is the only instance of Judicial Power, which the People have referred to themselves."

The same Council also quotes the 11th sect. of the Bill of Rights prefixed to that Constitution, which is in these words—"That in all controversies respecting Property, and in suits between man and man, the parties have a Right to Trial by Jury, which ought to be held sacred." And to this they subjoin the following comment and censure, on a particular legislative Act; viz.

"In the 3d sect. of the present Assembly (1784,) a Law has been passed to vest in Isaac Austin a real estate in the city of Philadelphia, claimed and possessed by George A. Baker, as his freehold. This extraordinary Act of Assembly, moreover, commands the sheriff to put Mr. Austin in possession. It is remarkable, that the bill depending on this occasion was passed, after it had been shown to the House, that an action of Ejectment, concerning part of the premises, was depending in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County, an Attorney at Law having appeared to the action for the defendant Isaac Austin. So flagrant an Infringement of the sacred Rights of a citizen to Trial by Jury, and so manifest, and withal so wanton, a violation of the Constitution of this Commonwealth,—calls for the severest censure of the People, and of this Council. To their respective Constituents it belongs to enquire—how their servants in Assembly, individually voted on this occasion: from the Journals of the House, they will derive full satisfaction on the subject."

Here we have an express avowal, in the Constitution of 1776, of the Right of Jury-trial in civil cases,—and a strenuous vindication of that Right, by the Council of Censors, in 1784. It is likewise worthy of remark, that the Right of Jury-trial in criminal cases, was also declared in the same Bill of Rights. And yet, in the Plan or Frame of Government, prescribed by the same Constitution, it is said—"Trials by Jury shall be as heretofore:"

—thereby evidently intending, to guard against any encroachment on the Right itself, or change in the mode of resorting to it—both in civil and criminal cases.
from the machinations of arbitrary power, as well as from the spirit of encroachment constantly manifested by the *Civilians*,—than the Trial by Jury. Their

it is indeed a duty, most impressively incumbent on us all, to be vigilantly attentive to every attempt at such encroachment.—Dr. Towers, in his little tract on Libels, says—"As the inhabitants of the United States of America, in consequence of having obtained their independence, have a power of making their own Laws, it may be hoped—"That they will preserve, unviolated, and in their full extent, the Rights of Juries." In another place, this strenuous defender of public liberty observes, that "the right of trial by jury is of infinite importance to the liberty of the subject. It cannot, says he, be guarded with too much vigilance, nor defended with too much ardor. No part of the power of Juries should be given up to the claims, or usurpations, of any body of men whatever."

But, in order that we may have a reasonable ground of hoping as Dr. Towers does, let us not put it in the power of weak or designing men, to attempt a subversion of the *Trial by Jury*,—or an infringement, in the minutest degree, of the Rights of Juries: For, we may rest assured, that if the *measure of jurisdiction as to civil actions*, now constitutionally vested in Courts and Juries, were, by any undue assumption of power, to be diminished—and any such causes, as are rightfully cognizable by them, transferred to any petty tribunal whatever,—and this, too, without the intervention of a Jury, and the free exercise of every other Right appertaining to that mode of trial;—the Rights of Property would be held by a most precarious tenure!—There would cease to be any established *standard of Right*, or uniform known Rule of Justice, in such cases; every thing concerning them, would be involved in darkness, perplexity and error; and the earnings of the laborious poor, equally with the honest acquisitions of their more opulent fellow-citizens, would become the sport of *resentment*; or *favoritism*—ignorance or caprice.

* In the reign of Henry VI. John Holland, duke of Exeter, and Wm. de la Pole, duke of Suffolk, renewed attempts that had been be-
writers on government and law abound with encomiums on this admirable mode of trial; and the experience of ages has fully evinced its excellence and utility.* The learned judge Blackstone, one of the foremost, to introduce the Civil Law into England; and as a beginning, or by way of a specimen, they exhibited the torture—an engine of that law, not calculated to propitiate the English in its favor.

* Jurymen being summoned to the particular court, or term, in which they are to serve, deprives suitors in that court of an opportunity of tampering with them; as they might do, if the jurors were previously known to the parties: And out of the whole number returned by the sheriff, and attending, the jury who are to try each cause, are ascertained by ballot; liable, however, to legal objections to any of them, when offered by either of the parties.

If there be a rule for a special jury in a cause, the prothonotary furnishes a list of forty-eight names, from the Freetholders Book: From this list, each party strikes out 12; and the first 12 of the remaining 24, who appear, when called, are sworn on the jury. By this means, also, all partiality, undue influence, or bias of any kind is prevented: And a jury may, besides, be thus obtained, particularly suited to the nature and circumstances of the case to be tried;—as, for instance, if the cause be a mercantile one, a struck-jury of merchants may be had.

In the Roman republic, the Consuls had the right of trying civil causes, before the creation of the Pretors. "Every year," says Montesquieu in his Spirit of Laws, "the Pretor made a list of Judges during his magistracy. A sufficient number was pitched upon, for each cause; a custom very nearly the same as that now practised in England. And what was extremely favorable to Liberty, was the Pretor's fixing the Judges with the consent of the parties. The great number of Exceptions that can be made in England, amounts pretty nearly to this very custom." Further, continues Montesquieu:—"The Judges decided only the questions relating to matter of fact; for example, whether a sum of money had been paid or not,—whether an act had been committed, or not."

Here it is evident, that, among the Romans, the Judges (which
warmest eulogists of Jury-trial, has justly styled it "the best perservative of Liberty;" and considered "every new tribunal erected for the decision of facts, without the intervention of a Jury, (whether composed of Justices of the peace—or any other standing magistrates,) as a step towards establishing an Aristocracy,—the most oppressive of all absolute governments."

It is observed by Lord Chief Justice Hale, in his History of the Common Law, that, "As the Jury assists the Judge, in determining matters of fact; so the Judge assists the Jury in determining points of law."—But generally, in the United States, Juries are the supreme judges in all courts and in all causes, we translate "Judges") answered to the Jury, under our Law. The province of both was the same; being, exclusively, the triers and judges of matters of fact. There was a distinct set of judges fixed and agreed upon, for the trial of each particular cause: And it appears to have been the office of the Praetor, in this particular, as it is of our sheriff, to return at stated times lists of persons; from amongst whom, those, composing the several Juries, are taken. But a new list of jurors being, with us, returnable to every court, by the sheriff—indepedently of the Special-jury lists made out, when required, by the prothonotary—is a circumstance that gives our Trial by Jury a vast advantage over that mode of trial, which the Romans possessed by means of their Judges: It cuts off all chance of collusion between either of the parties and the triers of their cause—the rich man has no opportunity of bribing them, if he were so disposed; the artful and designing knave—none, of getting his cause prejudged; nor has any one the means of exercising any undue influence, whatever, over their minds. The poor, unlettered, honest man, is sure of obtaining Justice from this Tribunal; equally with every other honest man—however rich, powerful or learned. In short, no other Tribunal, ever devised, could possess so many guards against corruption and injustice.
in which the life, the property, or the reputation* of any man is concerned.

It is alledged by some writers, that the nature, intent, and proceedings of the Dikasterion;† among the ancient Greeks, were the same with those of the present Jury; namely, the protection of the less opulent part of the people from the power and undue control of the great, by administering equal Law and Justice to all descriptions of persons in the community.—The duty of the Judices, among the Romans, is also said to have consisted in their being impanneled (as we term it,) challenged, and sworn, to try uprightly the case submitted to their decision; and, when they had agreed upon their opinion or verdict, to deliver it to the President, who was to pronounce

* In cases of Impeachment, indeed, the “Reputation” of the party is implicated; and even his “Property” may be indirectly affected—that is, so far as a Removal from an Office of Profit, on conviction, may be considered as affecting his Property. This mode of procedure seems, however, to be unavoidable, in cases of great offences committed against the public interest and welfare, by civil officers employed in the public service: and even in these—the Presentment, as it were, is made by the immediate Representatives of the People; who are considered as being, in this particular, the Grand Inquest of the Nation in a Criminal Prosecution.

† The Trial by a Jury of Twelve is said to have been first known in Greece. [See Trials per Pais, vol. I. pa. 39.]—And the Law of the ancient Romans had its foundation in the Grecian republics; receiving continual improvements in the Roman state for more than a thousand years.—The 12 tables of the Decemvirs, it is notorious, were extracted from the Laws of the Grecians: From this source, most probably, the Romans derived the institution of the Judices; a tribunal similar, in its great outline, to that of our Juries.
it. The same writers say, this kind of judicial process was first introduced into the Athenian policy, by Solon, and thence copied into the Roman republic, —"as probable means of procuring just judgment, and protecting the lower people from the oppression or arbitrary proceedings of their superiors."

Thus, neither the Grecian tribunal denominated Dikasterion (composed of the dikastrai)—the Roman Judices—nor the English (and, consequently, American) Furies—come within the description of "standing Magistrates;"—which, if erected into a tribunal for the decision of Facts, become, as judge Blackstone has truly observed, an Aristocratical Tribunal.

An eminent English writer on Jurisprudence remarks, that, "after the three powers (of government) were divided, and vested in different hands, inconveniencies were still felt; which, while the concerns of mankind lay in a narrow compass, were seldom experienced or attended to, and were consequently not provided for."—After this observation, he proceeds thus—"The judicial power being entrusted with the exposition of the Law; and, as it depended on their judgment, whether the case or fact, sub lite, was or was not within the description of the Law;—here was evidently a great latitude still left, for the exercise of partiality or oppression. Men of the most consummate knowledge and unbiased probity are still men. Be their judgments ever so acute, their hearts ever so uncorrupt; yet even too exquisite a sensibility of nature may, in some
cases, misguide the one and pervert the other.—
Affection and Prejudice operate imperceptibly on
men of lively sensations, and make them often un-
just in those very instances, wherein they flatter
themselves that they are only generous. Thus the
Judges might, by too liberal a construction, some-
times involve cases within their jurisdiction, con-
trary to the meaning of the legislature: at other
times, they might counteract the legislative intention,
and, in consequence of too limited an interpretation
exclude cases clearly within the spirit of the Law.
These abuses would quickly be perceived, and men
would apply their ingenuity to obviate their ill con-
sequences. The Remedy, "continues the same au-
thor," which has been devised in this country (En-
gland,) I mean the invention of Juries,* is such as

* " If we consider the great advantages to public Liberty, which re-
sult from the institution of the Trial by Jury, and from the Liber-
ty of the Press, we shall find England to be a much more democrati-
cal state than any other we are acquainted with. The Judicial pow-
er, and the Censorial power, are vested in the People."—[De Lo-
ime, on the Engl. Conflit. ch. 17. in nota.]—it will be recollected,
that Mr. de Lolme wrote before the establishment of the American Re-
publics. Nevertheless, the Right of Trial by Jury, in England, is
strictly a democratical, or popular ingredient, in the constitution of that
country:—And, with respect to the Liberty of the Press—-that
important Right stands on a much firmer basis there, since the passage
of Mr. Fox's Libel-bill, than it did when de Lolme wrote: the legiti-
mate power of Juries, to decide the Law as well as the fact, in cases of

These two great Rights—-which, in this country, are amply
guaranteed by our Constitutions of Government—-and are, therefore,
fundamental Laws, beyond the power of the Legislature to impair—-
does honor to human policy; it being perhaps the most effectual means for the preservation of Liberty, and the security of Property, which human wisdom is capable of contriving."

The commendation bestowed by this writer on the institution of Juries, is expressed in similar terms by Mr. Hume. This celebrated historian denominates the Trial by Jury—"an institution admirable in itself,—and the best calculated for the preservation of Liberty, and the administration of Justice, that ever was devised by the wit of man." And this eulogy has the greater weight, inasmuch as its author was a native of Scotland—a portion of the British Isle, in which the English Common-law, Trial by Jury is not in use.

The Trial by Jury was the Birth-right of our American ancestors; and is secured, as a Constitutional Right,* to every citizen of the United States. On

may justly be considered as two of the main pillars, upon which the noble structure of our federal and state governments rests for its support. Remove them; and presently the other props of the Republic will be borne down—the superstructure will tumble to pieces—and all our popular Rights, together with public Liberty, be overwhelmed in the ruins. The observation, which de Lolme applies to the English constitution, with respect to these rights, is therefore more strictly applicable to ourselves—"If at any time," says he, "any dangerous changes were to take place in the English constitution, the pernicious tendency of which the people were not able at first to discover,—restrictions on the Liberty of the Press, and on the Power of Juries, will give them the first information." [See ch. 18. in nota.]

* ".......", if the Legislature (of Pennsylvania) had passed an Act, declaring—that, in future, there should be no Trial by Jury; would it
the 26th of October, 1774, Congress asserted the claim of the American colonists to Jury-trial, as "A GREAT RIGHT." And, on the 14th of the same month, they had introduced into the Declaration of Rights an unanimous Resolution—"That the respective colonies are entitled to the Common Law of England; and, more especially to the GREAT AND INESTIMABLE PRIVILEGE of being tried by their Peers of the vicinage, according to the course of that Law"—"This (say the same Congress) provides, that neither Life, Liberty, nor Property, can be taken from the possessor, until twelve* of his unexceptionable Countrymen and Peers,† of his Vicin-

have been obligatory?—No: It would have been void, for want of jurisdiction or constitutional extent of power. The Right of Trial by Jury is a fundamental Law, made sacred by the Constitution, and cannot be legislated away." [See Judge Patterson's Charge to the Jury, in the case of Vanhornes's lessee against Dorrance. [2. Dall. Rep. 304.]

"It is the UNANIMITY of the jury that secures the rights of mankind." So says Mr. Adams, in the 55th letter of his first volume. The legal requisite, that the verdict shall be UNANIMOUS, is certainly one of the great excellencies of Jury-trial: and it will appear that two public characters of most respectable station in the administration of the federal government—Mr. SMILIE, a member of the House of representatives, and Mr. Gallatin, secretary of the treasury—gave evidence, on a solemn occasion, of this being also their opinion. The excellence of the provision is, indeed, fully testified by experience; independently of the decided support which the principle has received from the ablest statesmen and jurisconsults.

† As the privilege of Jury-trial is a very exalted one, so the office of a juror is equally dignified and important. Jurymen are coordinate JUDGES with those seated on the bench, in a court of Law as
age,* (who, from that neighborhood, may reasonably be supposed to be acquainted with his character and the character of the witnesses,) upon a fair trial and full enquiry, face to face, in open court, before as many of the people as choose to attend,—shall pass well as Fact (wherever they choose to exercise a judgment on both,) in all cases tried by them. Their trust is a great one:—They have been styled, in England—the nation's "Ephors and Tribuni—"the boundaries of prerogative—and the living bulwark of the Laws."—Such is the dignity which the law attaches to the Office of a Juror, that when Sir GEORGE BOMPesson—a member of the English parliament in the reign of James I—was convicted before the house of lords, on an impeachment for certain high crimes and misdemeanors; it was adjudged, that,—besides paying an enormous fine, suffering imprisonment, &c: he should be degraded of the order of Knighthood,—never be of any Inquisition or Jury,—and ever be held to be an infamous person.——Both GLANVILLE and BRACONI tell us, that in ancient times the jury, as well in the common pleas as in pleas of the crown, were twelve Knights.

* By the policy of the ancient law, the jury were to come from the vicinage—or vicinity—of the place, where the cause of action was laid in the declaration: and therefore it was thought necessary, that some of the jury should be returned from the very Hundred (a division of an English county, similar to our townships,) in which the cause of action was laid. But it was discovered from experience, that jurors thus coming from the immediate neighbourhood, would be apt to intermingle their local and personal attachments, prejudices, and partialities, with their deliberations, when the selection of the jury was made from such little, confined districts; and it was therefore found more conducive to impartial justice, to allow a greater range for their choice. Hence the jury are now to come from the body of the county; this being considered, in law, as the vicinage for that purpose.
their sentence upon oath against him."* We find, also, that the attempts of the British parliament to deprive the American people, in many instances, of this mode of trial, was one of the grievances complained of, by that Congress: and a charge reiterated against the same government, nearly two years after, in the Declaration of Independence.†

Such, then, is the foundation upon which the Right of Trial by Jury stood in this country, at the commencement of our revolution, and until the establishment of our federal and state constitutions. It was our Inheritance; "a great and inestimable Privilege,"—and one which we therefore guarded with the most watchful jealousy.

In the formation and adoption of our national con-

* Mr. Adams points out the monstrous absurdity that would attend the placing of the administration of justice in the hands of the legislative body of a state.---"No man," says he, "would consider his life, liberty, or property, safe in such a tribunal. These all depend upon the disquisitions of the counsel; the knowledge of the law, in the judges; the confrontation of parties and witnesses; the forms of proceedings by which the facts and the law are fairly stated before the jury, for their decision; the rules of evidence, by which the attention of the jury is confined to proper points," &c.

† Mr Dickinson was one of the deputies, from Pennsylvania, to the Congress held at New-York in the year 1765, which was 9 years before the first revolutionary Congress. In the first volume of his Political Writings, lately published, is the rough draught of the Resolves of that Congress. They are in the nature of a Declaration of Rights, consisting of fifteen articles.--The 9th article declares, "that Trial by Jury is the inherent and invaluable Right of every Freeman in these (then) co'lonies."
stitution, with its subsequent amendments,* the preservation of this right was carefully protected,† by the most express and positive provisions. And the people of Pennsylvania, in framing and accepting the constitution of the state, seem to have used the most clear and precise language that could be devised, for securing the Right, as it existed at that mo-

* The Right of jury-trial, in civil cases, had never been controverted, nor does the exercise of that right appear to have been infringed, in our colonial governments: But, in some criminal cases, the colonists had been divested of the right, by acts of the British parliament. Hence, in framing the constitution of the United States, it was thought proper to guard against similar infractions, by securing the trial by jury in criminal cases.

Yet, the omission of an express provision for securing it in civil cases also, was the ground of much dissatisfaction among the people. As one instance, among many, of the existence of such dissatisfaction, let us refer to a pamphlet, published at Philadelphia in the year 1787, entitled—"A View of the proposed Constitution of the United States," &c. This was intended to exhibit the supposed defects of that instrument; and, in a note, referring to the cause for securing the trial by jury in criminal cases, the writer says—"By this, the Rights of the people are preserved in all criminal causes. Would it not be well to secure it also, in civil causes? In the Declaration of Independence, one of the complaints against Great-Britain," was, "for depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of trial by jury."

In order, then, to allay this jealousy, the people did, E MAJORICAUTELA, very early engrat into the Amendments to the constitution, an article expressly securing the Right of trial by jury in civil cases: And this cause likewise restricts the exercise of common-law jurisdictions, without this tribunal, to due and reasonable limits.

† Even in those articles of the constitutions of the United States and of Pennsylvania, which provide for the trial of great and enormous offenders, on prosecutions by impeachment, due caution has been observed, not to interfere with the Right of Jury-trial, in cases which may
ment—in its fullest extent,* to themselves and their posterity.—"The Trial by Jury," say they, "shall affect the life, property, or personal liberty, of the implicated party. Those constitutions severally provide—that judgment, in cases of Impeachment, shall not extend further than to removal from office, and disqualification to hold any office of honor, trust or profit, under their respective governments.

* The Judges, in our Courts of Law, have a general superintending Authority;—and also possess a concurrent Authority, with the Jury, in conducting the Trial of causes depending before them. It is the duty of the Judges to expound and declare the Law to the Jury (Jus dicere—non jus dare;) and to exhibit and state to them a clear summary of the Facts, arising from and complicated with the Merits of the particular case, sub litem—and established by legal Testimony; after the Law, applicable to the case, shall have been cited or read, by the Counsel on each side; and such Facts, as they shall have respectively deemed it necessary to adduce in Evidence, been investigated, ascertained and commented on, in presence of both Court and Jury—Unless, indeed, where either or both of the Parties to the cause shall have chosen to dispense with the aid of Counsel, and to manage their business, themselves.

Here the Judges, as Sir Matthew Hale observes, assist the Jury, in determining points of law:—Yet we perceive, that in a Judicature thus constituted, the Jury are not only a component part of the tribunal—but, an essentially-important part—They try and decide the cause (determining upon both Law and Fact, if they so please;) it being the province of the Judge to pronounce judgment, upon their verdict.

Hence the Jury, in rendering their verdict, are independent of control by the Judges; as was determined in the well-known case of Bush—(reported by Lord Chief Justice Vaughan.) Messrs. Penn and Meade, two eminent Quakers, were indicted for holding religious meetings of that society—(see State Trials;) and the Jury, of which Bulkeley was foreman, would not find them guilty. The Judges, dissatisfied with this, fined and committed the Jurors;—alleging, as the reason for so doing, that they had acquitted Penn and Meade, against the law of the realm—against full and manifest evidence—and against the direction
be as heretofore,*—and the Right thereof remain inviolate.” From the plain import of these words, it

of the Court, in matter of Law, to them in Court openly given and declared. But it was afterwards solemnly adjudged, that the Commit-

ment, Fining, &c. were unlawful. It was also resolved in Parliament, in 1677, that the Precedents and Practice of Fining and Committing

Juries, in such cases, were illegal.

Thus, it is—a fair Trial by disinterested and independent Jurymer,

in open Court and before Judges of Law—Where the Evidence is orally given and openly exhibited, according to maxims of Reason and Natu-

ral Justice, sanctioned by long experience and the nature of things—

And where the Facts, thus investigated, are brought into view, stated, and commented upon—and the Law, pertinent to the case, applied thereto—in presence of the Court, the Jury, the Parties, the Wit-

nesses, and the People,—by Counsel of the respective Parties’ own

choosing (if any they please to employ,)—and, finally, where the Law

arising in the case, after the true state of the facts has been thus

elicted, is laid down by the Judges, and the ascertained Evidence sum-

med up by them, for the information of the Jury: it is this “Trial

by Jury”—with all these concomitants in the mode of conduct-

ing it, and other ancient rights appertaining to it—to which

we have been “heretofore” entitled. And, therefore, “the

Right thereof,” which the Constitution declares “shall remain invi-

olate,” necessarily comprehends all the rights attendant on

this ancient form of Trial, in the manner of conducting it—as fully as they were enjoyed in Pennsylvania, when

the Constitution was established.

* When the 6th sect. of the Bill of Rights was under consideration

in a grand committee of the whole, of the convention which established

the state constitution,—it was adopted without any discussion or

division; as appears by the minutes of that committee, under date of

Feb. 3, 1790.

It is worthy of remark, that, after the Right of Trial by Jury,

generally, as it had been heretofore used and established, was

thus secured, by the adoption of the 6th sect. of the Bill of Rights,
is obvious—that any new tribunal, whatever, “for the decision of facts, without the intervention of a Jury,” which should be erected subsequently to the adoption of the constitution, would be a violation of the Right of Jury-trial: and, that every extension of the jurisdiction of the then existing judiciary tribunals, acting without the intervention of a Jury,—either as to the measure and objects of such jurisdiction—or, as impeding or obstructing the discretion which the citizens might choose to exercise, in respect to the mode of asserting or defending their rights, as well as in seeking redress for, or vindicating themselves against wrongs,—would be equally an infringement of the constitution.

The governor of Pennsylvania has very judiciously introduced, for securing in express terms the Trial by Jury in Criminal Prosecutions; it being evidently intended, thereby, to obviate any doubt which might afterwards arise, as to the construction of the 6th section: For, this section having reference to the “Trial by Jury” in general terms, it was probably apprehended by some members of the convention, that it might be construed, at a future day, to relate to that mode of trial in civil cases, only.

It was very obviously the meaning of the convention, that the Right of Trial by Jury should be established, according to our own ancient usage and the course of the Common Law. And therefore, when it was moved by Mr. Gallatin and seconded by Mr. Smith, in the grand committee, to insert after the words—“Jury of the Vicinage”—in the night section, the following, viz. “Without the unanimous consent of which Jury, he cannot be found guilty,” there was a determination in the negative, on the question: Because, an unanimous verdict being required in all our Trials by Jury, whether in civil or criminal cases, as the Right to that Trial was therefore established; the words, moved to be inserted, were considered as superfluous and wholly unnecessary.
ly noticed this construction of the constitutional provision for securing the trial by jury,—in his reasons for returning, with his negative, what was commonly called the hundred-dollar bill, on the 9th of Dec. last. Under the third head of his objections to that bill, are comprehended the following—"Because the jurisdiction, proposed by the bill to be assigned to justices of the peace, tends to elude, if not directly violate, a constitutional provision. It is declared, that "Trial by Jury shall be as heretofore;" but that cannot be the case, if according to the principle on which the bill is founded, the original jurisdiction of all suits shall be exclusively assigned to a single justice, and only an appellate jurisdiction be reserved for a jury. Again (continues the governor;) the right of trial by jury was intended to be secured to the citizens, in civil as well as criminal cases: but the right may be as effectually defeated by the mode prescribed for its enjoyment, as by an absolute refusal to allow it."

In fine—As the Right to Trial by Jury, both in civil and criminal cases, is secured to the people of England,—not only by Magna Charta,* but by many

* Magna Charta, or the Great Charter of English liberties, was for the most part declaratory of the fundamental laws of England, and, in the 29th chapter of this charter it is expressly inscribed on, that no freeman shall be hurt, either in his person or property, unless by the Judgment of his Peers, or by the Law of the Land; (nisi per legale judicium parium suorum, vel per legem terrae;) a privilege which, as Judge Blackstone notices, is expressed in a most the same words by the emperor Conrad, 200 years before—"Nemo beneficium suum perdat, nisi secundum consuetudinem antecessorum nostrorum, et per judicium Parium suorum."
other fundamental laws of that realm; so it is guaranteed, in the most positive and direct terms, to the people of Pennsylvania, by our Great Charters—the Constitutions of the United States and of this Commonwealth.

"Juries (says Duncombe, in his Trials per Pais,) are as it were incorporated with the English constitution, being the most valuable part of it: for," says he, "without them, no man's life can be impeached (unless it be by parliament,) and no one’s liberty, or property, ought to be taken from him. And, to the same effect are the words of Mr. Granville Sharp. The Trial by a Jury of the vicinage (or county,) says this great assertor of political liberty, is the unalienable Right of Englishmen, "according to the ancient laws of the land:—nay," adds Mr. Sharp, "this particular mode of trial is so inseparably annexed to the law of the land, that it is sometimes expressed, and known by that general term, "the law of the land,"—as if there was no other law of the land, but this one: And consequently, this principal or fundamental law is so necessarily implied* and comprehended in that general term, "the law of the land,"

* Mr. Hume, in remarking on the Great Charter of the English, says—"Time gradually ascertained the sense of all the ambiguous expressions; and those generous barons, who first extorted this confession, still held their swords in their hands, and could turn them against those who dared on any pretence, to depart from the original spirit and meaning of the grant. We may now, from the tenor of this charter, conjecture (continues the historian) what those laws were, of King Edward, which the English nation during so many generations still desired, with such an obstinate perseverance, to have recalled and established."
—that the latter may be considered as entirely subverted and overthrown, whenever the former is either changed or set aside.”

Notwithstanding the sacredness of this inestimable privilege, attempts have been made to violate and undermine it—not only in the country from which we derive the rich inheritance—but, in our own; as we have already seen:—and this, in some instances, through the suggestions of men intent on benefiting themselves, and promoting particular interests, by “grinding the faces of the poor,” and the unwary; while they profess to be their friends and protectors! Among us, various projects have been artfully devised by a few crafty individuals, eagerly seeking for power, to betray the worthy but unsuspecting portion of the community, into the snares laid for them.—It is, then, a duty highly incumbent on us all, to be on our guard.—The Constitution* is the rock of our political salvation. Upon this, let every true and virtuous American found his Rights: And let every man whoever he may be—that shall attempt to remove a single atom from this foundation of civil Liberty, this bulwark of our personal and private Rights, this fortress against petty as well as public

* “A people who are so happy as to possess the inestimable blessing of a free and defined Constitution, cannot be too watchful against the introduction, nor too critical in tracing the consequences of new principles and new constructions, that may remove the land-marks of power.” See the Letters of Helvidius, written in reply to Pacifius, and generally attributed to Mr. Madison.
oppression; let every such man—however plausible may be his pretences, or what name soever he may assume—he marked as an Anti-Republican, and an Enemy* to our free and happy Government.

"It is not almost credible," says lord chief-justice Coke, "to foresee—when any Maxim or Fundamental Law of the realm is altered†—what dangerous

* The Author of Trials per Pais, treating of the Trial by Jury, observes—that, "if the good of the subject be the good of the king, as most certainly it is, then, those are enemies to the good of the king and state, who attempt to alter or invade this fundamental principle in the Administration of Justice, in the realm; by which the king's prerogative has flourished, and the just Liberties of the People have been secured so many ages."

The observation is equally just, AUTATIS MUVANDIS, when applied to our own government and people.

† Mr. Granville Sharp, after commenting upon what he styles, "that wicked and unconstitutional act of parliament, in the reign of King Henry VII. by which the fundamental Right of Trial by Jurors was violated"—justly remarks,—"that the most wicked ordinances have sometimes been ushered into the world, under the most sanctified titles and specious pretences." [See his Dissertation on the People's Right to a Share in the Legislature.]

And Sir Edward Coke, treating of the same law (in his 2d. Instit.) says—"By colour of that Act, shaking this fundamental law (the Trial by Jury,) it is not credible what horrible Oppressions and Executions, to the undoing of infinite numbers of people, were committed by Sir Rich. Empson, knt. and Edmund Dudley," &c. In the next paragraph he adds—"And the fearful ends of these two oppressors should deter others from committing the like; and should admonish Parliaments, that, instead of this custumary and precious Trial, PER LEGEM TERRAE (by the Law of the land,) they bring not in absolute and partial Trials, by Discretion."
inconveniences do follow; which, continues this great judge, "expressly appeareth by that most unjust and strange Act, the 11th of Henry VII: for hereby, not only Empson and Dudley themselves (they were two corrupt public characters, in that reign,) "but such justices of the peace as they caused to be authorized, committed most grievous and heavy oppressions, and exactions; grinding the faces of the poor subjects by penal laws, by information only; without any presentment, or trial by jury, being the ancient Birth-right of the subject; but to hear and determine the same by their Discretion," &c.

Let us not, then, delude ourselves with a belief, that there are no Empsons and Dudleys, no corrupt justices of the peace, elsewhere, than in England! Such men, unfortunately for the honor of human nature and happiness of society, are to be found in other countries; indeed, in all. It is, therefore, a matter of very serious moment, that we place ourselves fully on our guard against the machinations of those Innovators,* who, under the mask of Repub-

* The antiquity of Usages and Customs in the affairs of civil government, which have been so long adopted and practised, with the voluntary consent of the people, as to acquire the force and character of Laws—affords, of itself, a strong presumption of their excellence; and especially, when such Usages and Customs are maintained and cherished by a people, in the freest and most enlightened periods of their history. The English Colonists, who established themselves in various parts of this continent, at different times, were induced to emigrate from their parent-country by a great variety of motives: They comprehended in fact, almost every denomination of Christians; and en-
licanism, are endeavoring to overthrow that most Re-
tertained various opinions, also, respecting some principles of Civil
Government. Yet we find them conforming, in a great measure, to
the fundamental principles of the government they had left; retaining,
pretty generally, its most valuable institutions;—discarding such as arose
from, and were connected with, hereditary orders in the state—an
hierarchy—and religious establishments.

But mere speculative politicians—even of the greatest wisdom and
soundness of judgment, in relation to the fundamental principles of
government, abstractedly considered—are apt to rely too much on their
own theories: And hence, by departing too widely from those forms
and institutions, the utility and benefits of which have been demonstrat-
ed by the experience of ages,—their plans of civil polity, predicated on
fine-spun theoretical systems, generally prove either impracticable or
injurious.

A memorable instance of the truth of this observation occurs, in the
following case.—About 140 years since, eight English gentlemen of
distinction (five of them, peers—and three knights) obtained from
Charles II. a chartered grant of that vast tract of country on this con-
tinent, comprehended between the 29th and 36th and an half degrees
of North Latitude—and running from the Sea-coast, on the East, in
parallel lines to the Pacific ocean. The grantees were constituted ab-
solute lords and proprietors of this extensive region, which was deno-
minated Carolina; the king saving to himself, his heirs and succes-
sors, the sovereign dominion of the country.

As the proprietors were desirous of establishing a Constitution or
Frame of Government, for their new colony,—they applied to the cel-
lebrated John Locke, for his aid on the occasion; he being known to
possess an acute and penetrating judgment, and having distinguished
himself by his knowledge of the elementary principles of political
science. He accordingly drafted a plan of Government, (consisting of
120 articles) for the colony; which the Lords-Proprietors adopted,
and endeavored to establish, as "the Fundamental Constitu-
tions" of their new dominion.

But, the model of government framed by this great man, and in the
prime of his life (for he was then between 30 and 40 years of age,) con-
tained such Innovations upon the long-established and beneficial
publican institution of our civil polity, the constitution—Laws, and Civil Institutions, to which the People had been accustomed—that it was found, in effect, useless and impracticable. "Several attempts were afterwards made (says the respectable author of an Historical account of the Rise and Progress of the Colonies of South-Carolina and Georgia) to amend these Fundamental Constitutions; but all to little purpose: the inhabitants, sensible of their impropriety, and how little they were applicable to their circumstances—neither by themselves, nor by their representatives in assembly, even gave their assent to them, as a body of Laws; and, therefore, they obtained not the force of fundamental and unalterable laws, in the colony."

This Constitution of Mr. Locke formed, indeed, a system of government highly Aristocratical. It established three classes of Nobility, styled Landgraves, Cassiques, and Barons;—those of the first title, to possess 48—the second, 24—and the third, 12000 acres of land; and their possessions were to be unalienable. The 9th article is in these words—"There shall be just as many Landgraves as there are counties, and twice as many Cassiques, and no more. These shall be the hereditary Nobility of the Province, and by right of their dignity be Members of Parliament," (for so their Legislative body were to be called.) "Each Landgrave shall have four baronies, and each Cassique two baronies, hereditarily and unalterably annexed to, and settled upon, the said dignity."—The 16th article runs thus: "In every signiory, barony and manor, the respective Lord shall have power, in his own name, to hold Court-leet there, for trying all causes both civil and criminal: but when it shall concern any person being no inhabitant, vassal, or leet-man of the said signiory, barony or manor, he, upon paying down 40 shillings to the Lords-Proprietors' use, shall have an appeal from the signiory or barony-court to the county-court, and from the manor-court to the precinct-court."—And, by the 110th article it is declared, that—"Every freeman of Carolina shall have absolute power and authority over his Negro-Slaves, of what opinion or religion soever."

Such are a few of the more prominent, among many, of the extravagant provisions of this most extraordinary instrument! Such is a small specimen of the arrangements of a mere theoretical politician, for carrying his visionary system into effect; deviating, as this other-
al Trial by Jury; an institution which is our Inhé-
wise great man suffered himself to do, from the sanctioned results of
Experiment!—It may, however, be presumed, that a person holding
such political principles as Mr. Locke did, must have conformed, in
this instance, rather to the wishes and views of the Lords-Proprietors
who employed him, than to the suggestions of his own judgment:
For, in the preamble to "the fundamental constitutions"—which are
therein made to appear as being the act of the Lords-Proprietors—some
of the reasons of their establishment are thus recited:—"that the go-
vernment of this province may be made most agreeable to the Monar-
chy under which we live, and of which this province is a part; and
that we may avoid erecting a numerous Democracy; We, the Lords-
Proprietors of the said province, have agreed" &c.—Besides, it is cer-
tain that the Proprietors were devoted to these Constitutions (as it may
be readily supposed they would be,) and expressed great zeal for their
establishment.

There are, moreover, two or three features in this high-toned, aristo-
cratical, yet visionary and impracticable scheme of Mr. Locke, which
deserve to be particularly attended to: It attempted to alter the Right
of Trial by Jury, in an all-important particular; and to interdict pro-
fessional Counsel from advocating or defending Causes, in Courts of
Law. When we take these into view, and connect them with the ar-
rangement which was proposed by the 16th article before quoted,—
do we not perceive a striking resemblance in them, to some of the late-
lly projected measures of our legislating innovators?—Is there not a
great similitude between Mr Locke's little Court-leet, which every lord
was to hold in each barony &c. for trying all causes;--and the petty tri-
ubins, for similar purposes,—which were proposed by what was called
the Adjustment-Bill, to be erected in little districts all over this State,
under the direction and auspices of our Justices of the Peace? Indeed
the likeness is so strong, that one can scarcely refrain from believing
some of our modern Law-givers have been studying "The Fundamen-
tal Constitutions of Carolina," which Mr. Locke set on foot a century
and a half ago; but which the People of that country had sense and
spirit enough speedily to reject, as useless, impracticable, and inappli-
cable to the condition of Freemen.

The People of Pennsylvania possess, undoubtedly, as much Spirit
rience, our Right, and the most effectual skilled against Injustice and Oppression.

and as high a sense of their just Rights, at least,—as the Carolinians did at that period; and therefore will never submit to any invasion of them, which may lead to the establishment of such Orders of men in the State, as Landgraves, Cassiques or Barons,—of any other petty lordlings, by whatever names or titles they may be designated, who may be invested with discretionary powers and aristocratical influence over their fellow-citizens, in their respective neighborhoods. They certainly wish to see no Vassals in Pennsylvania! If the Innovators, who appear to have been captivated by Mr. Locke's aristocratical Constitution, not content with their own, had examined one which was framed in the year 1783, by a practical politician of our own country, for his native State,—they would have found a system of Judicature, predicated on principles more sound and rational,—more consonant to the genius of our Government and the security of our Rights. This is the Draught of a Fundamental Constitution for Virginia, prepared by Mr. Jefferson; with a design of being proposed in a convention, which it was expected would have been called at that time, for the establishment of a Constitution for the Commonwealth.

By this draught, the Judiciary powers of the government were to be exercised by County Courts, and such other inferior Courts as the Legislature should think proper to erect; by three Superior Courts, to wit: a Court of Admiralty, a General Court of Common Law, and a High Court of Chancery; and by one Supreme Court, to be called the Court of Appeals.—Besides which, provision was made for the erection of a tribunal for the Trial of persons impeached for Misbehavior in Office:

But it was specially provided, that the Judgment of no Inferior Court should be final, in any civil case, of greater value than 50 bushels of Wheat; the rate of which was to be previously ascertained from time to time, for such purposes, by a mode prescribed. And one clause of the then proposed Constitution is in these words—"In all causes depending before any Court, other than those of impeachment, of appeals, and military courts, Facts put in issue shall be tried by Jury; and in all Courts, whatever Witnesses shall give their Testimony, Viva voce, in open Court, wherever their attendance can be procured: And all Parties shall be allowed Counsel, and compulsory proces
Let us notice on this occasion, the emphatical observations, which the patriotic Dickinson* applied, for their Witnesses."—By the next clause it was provided, that even "Fines, Amercements, and Terms of Imprisonment; left indefinite by the Law—other than for Contempts—shall be fixed by the Jury, Triers of the Offence."—[See Appendix to Mr. Jefferson’s Notes on Virginia.]

Although great Innovations in Law and Government generally produce most serious consequences to the community,—the caution which, in the year 1789, was applied to the authors of such dangerous projects, by Sir James Marriott (Judge of the English High Court of Admiralty,) is so apt to the present occasion; that, notwithstanding the laconic pleasantness of the terms in which it was conveyed, its application to the Arbitration-Mongers ought not to be withheld.—Sir James advises such folks, "to beware of the Vertigo of Giddy-headed Experiments!"

* In the two first Congresses,—which commenced their several sessions, at Philadelphia, on the 5th of September, 1774, and the 10th of May, 1775,—as well as in that held at New-York, in the year 1765—we find the name of John Dickinson, as a deputy from Pennsylvania. In those dignified and ever-memorable assemblies, this gentleman was a distinguished compatriot of Franklin, Washington, and the other great men of that illustrious band of Patriots, whose worth shed a lustre on the American Character. Mr. Dickinson’s talents as a Lawyer and a Statesman, together with his Eрудition, and acquaintance with the Belles Lettres, early and deservedly procured him a high reputation among his countrymen. His locks have long since been "silver’d o’er," in his country’s service; and the important aid he has afforded her cause, cannot fail to be remembered with gratitude by the American People, as long as the Principles, on which the Revolution of 1776 was founded, continue to be venerated. After very many years of a life well spent, he has retired from the active scenes of public station: Possessing an opulent fortune, and the respect of his country, he may truly be said to enjoy Otium cum Dignitate. The opinions of such a character as this, added to the testimony of numerous and great authorities, concerning the subject before us, must be irresistible, in the minds of all reasonable and good men.
in the year 1788, to such as made unreasonable objections to the present federal constitution. "It seems highly probable," says Mr. Dickinson, "that those who would reject this labor of public love, would also have rejected the heaven-taught institution of trial by jury, had they been consulted upon its establishment." After putting into the mouth of an enemy to Jury-trial, the most plausible objections which he supposes might be conjured up against the institution, he proceeds thus; "Happily for us, our ancestors thought otherwise: They were not so over-wise and curious, as to refuse Blessings, because they might possibly be abused: they perceived that the uses included were great and manifest. Perhaps they did not foresee, that from this acorn, as it were, of their planting, would be produced a perpetual vegetation of political energies, that would secure the just liberties of the nation, and elevate it to the distinguished rank it has for several centuries held. As to abuses, they trusted to their own spirit, for preventing or correcting them: and worthy it is of deep consideration, by every friend of freedom, that abuses which seem to be but "trifles,"* may be attended by fatal consequences. What can be trifling that diminishes or detracts from the only safe defence, that was ever found, against "open attacks and secret machinations?"† This establishment originates from a knowledge of human nature. With a superior
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force, wisdom, and benevolence united, it rives the
difficulties concerning the administration of justice,
that have distressed or destroyed the rest of man-
kind. It reconciles contradictions, vastness of pow-
er, with safety of private station. It is ever new,
and always the same." Concluding in the words of
Sir William Blackstone, he thus coincides in senti-
ment with that learned commentator, on this subject;
and the salutary caution this quotation contains can-
not be too often repeated: "It is the duty which
every man owes to his Country, his Posterity, and
Himself, to maintain to the utmost of his power this
valuable Palladium, in all its Rights; to restore it to
its ancient dignity, if at all impaired by the different
value of property, or otherwise deviated from its
first institution; to amend it, wherever it is defec-
tive; and, above all, to guard with the most jealous
circumspection against the new* and arbitrary modes
of trial, which, under a variety of plausible pretenc-
es, may imperceptibly undermine this best preserva-

* It may not be improper to notice, in this place, the case of Coo-
per v. Coates; reported in 1 Dall. 248.—On a rule to shew caufe,
why Auditors should not be appointed, under the act of assembly
(passed the 3d of April, 1781,) the defendant's deposition was read,
stating, that no question of Depreciation could arise in the case. The
Court seemed to censure the comprehensive terms of that act—They
observed, that the words are so very general and comprehensive, that
if the spirit and intention of the law, expressed in the preamble and
other sections, were not to be considered, they would include every case
arising between the periods mentioned in the act.—"But (say the court)
it is inconsistent with the Constitution, and with Justice,
that the Trial by Jury should be taken away in this manner:
tive of Liberty.” To this excellent admonition and advice, Mr. Dickinson subjoins this forcible, and almost prophetic, remark: “Trial by Jury is our birthright; and tempted to his own ruin by some seducing spirit, must be the man, who in opposition to the genius of United America, shall dare to attempt its subversion.”

Should, then, any man appear among us, who should thus “dare,” however covertly, in order to accomplish his own purposes—to seduce us out of our most invaluable Rights, and thus violate the Constitution of the Land; such man ought to be marked as our worst enemy.—Let the man with those views also beware!—Let him not, by schemes of avaricious selfishness and personal ambition, attempt to impose on a worthy, free, and magnanimous People!—If he should, unfortunately, have intrigued himself into the confidence of any portion of his honest, unsuspecting countrymen—and found his way into the councils of the nation, by his hypocrisy, his avarice, or his ambition; let him remember, that the Constitution of his country—the supreme law of the land—has interposed Barriers,* against his projects for sapping the Rights of the People. But if he

and, therefore, the courts of justice have always determined, that Auditors shall be appointed, only, where there is a dispute about the Depreciation.”—and the Rule was accordingly discharged.

Yet, even under such construction of that act, it has an unconstitutional aspect.

* “The Constitution is the origin and measure of legislative authority. It says to legislators—Thus far ye shall go, and no fur-
should fail to bear this in remembrance,—he may be assured that an enlightened People, jealous of their Privileges and the Liberties of their country, will not forget it. They will readily ascertain the nature and extent of these boundaries, which limit the power and authority of all public functionaries,—by the answer which will suggest itself to the question—What is a Constitution? It will be found to be, in the emphatic words of judge Patterson—"The Form of Government, delineated by the mighty hand of the People; in which certain first principles, or fundamental laws, are established. The Constitution is certain and fixed: it contains the permanent Will of the People, and is the supreme Law of the Land; and can be revoked or altered, only, by the authority that made it."

And, if it be asked—What are Legislatures?—the answer occurs, in the words of the same very respectable judge:—"Creatures of the Constitution, ther. Not a particle of it should be shaken; not a pebble of it should be removed. Innovation is dangerous—One Encroachment leads to another; Precedent gives birth to Precedent; what has been done may be done again;—Thus, radical principles are gradually broken in upon—and the Constitution eventually destroyed."—See Judge Patterson’s charge to the jury—in the case of Vanhorn’s lessee v. Dorrance.

In another part of the same charge, the judge says—"The interposition of a Jury is, in such case" (one involving the Rights of Property,) "a constitutional guard upon Property, and a necessary check to Legislative Authority."
they owe their Existence to the Constitution—they derive their powers from the Constitution: it is their Commission; and therefore, all their Acts must be conformable to it.*—or else void: The Constitution is the work or will of the People themselves; in their original, sovereign, and unlimited capacity: Law is the will of the Legislature, in their derivative capacity."

It is remarked by a writer who has attentively viewed the subject, and weighed its importance,— "That he who obliquely endeavors to render Juries useless, is no less criminal than he that would absolutely abolish them: That which doth no act according to its institution, is, as if it were not in being: And whoever doth without prejudice consider this matter, will see, that it is not less pernicious to deny Juries the use of those methods of discovering Truth, which the Law hath appointed, and so by degrees turn them into a mere matter of form; than openly and avowedly to destroy them. Surely," continues this writer, "such a gradual method of destroying our native Right, is the most dangerous in its consequences. The safety which our forefathers, for many hundreds of years, enjoyed under this part of the law especially, and have transmitted to us, is so

* The writer of the celebrated Letters under the signature of Junius, makes a similar observation, in his dedication of them to the English nation. "The Power of the Legislature," says he, "is limited—not only by the Rules of Natural Justice, and the Welfare of the Community,—but by the Forms and Principles of our particular Constitution."
apparent to the meanest capacity, that whoever shall go about to take it away, or give it up, is like to meet the fate of Ishmael—to have every man's hand against him, because his is against every man. Artifices of this kind will ruin us more silently; and so with less opposition; and yet as certainly, as more moved opposition: This only is the difference—that one way, we should be Slaves immediately, and the other insensibly: but with this further disadvantage, too, that our Slavery would be the more unavoidable, and the faster riveted upon us,—because it would be under color of Law."

It cannot have escaped the observation of such, among us, as possess a common share of discernment, that those who have in the most unequivocal manner evinced their hostility to Jury-Trial, are the same sort of men that manifest an unjust and illiberal antipathy to the Profession of the Law. We have seen the same description of characters—so zealous for abolishing the one, equally desirous of proscribing the other.—Let us, however, take a transient view of the primary causes to which we may trace this preposterous dislike to persons of knowledge and skill in the Laws, which so incessantly haunts the imaginations of some people; and they will be found to have their origin—as Sir Matthew Hale has told us—in Ignorance, Jealousy and Envy.

*Originally, the justices (or presiding judges* of

* It is not easy to comprehend, precisely, the ancient constitution of the English county-courts &c. and the measure of judicial powers al-
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the courts) in England, would not permit either the plaintiff or the defendant, the defendant or the
plaintiff, to make an Affidavit, in any action, suit or bill, in any of the numerous petty jurisdictions of the
country—whether these were of record or otherwise;
the County, Hundred, or Borough—did happen, apparently, the
same practice of jurisdiction, within their respective districts, the Su-
ners, who were the actors (or parties) of the suit, united in them-
exercise of the functions of both; independently of any coordinate
bailiwick, holding the fusion of judges of Law. It does not however
appear, that the number of such numerous judges were determined
by a Jury, composed of 12 good and lawful men;
based on the minor criminals, the Sheriff's Officers, and the Coun-
try Courts, of which the Judges were bound to attend, being obli-
ged to preside, by Jury, all crimes herein. But the business of both
the said courts has fallen into the Quarter Sessions.

The Freemen of the county are in fact the Justices in Eyre and the establishment of the
Common Peace, the County Court, with the principal man of the
county, and preded the Sheriff in administering justice. When the
bulk of the Justices were in fact, the Judges in the County Court, was a tribunal of great
importance, greatly desired; in judicial power, becoming successively
important.
taken, by them, to be in proper person:*—But these inferior courts were afterwards deprived, by parliament, of the power which they exercised of prohibiting suitors, therein, substituting in their stead such

ed in the hands of ignorant judges; and its proceedings—as well as those of the hundred-courts and courts-baron, being removable into the king's superior courts,—occasioned the difficulty of bringing actions in any of them.

* Though it is said that, by the common law—before the appointment of justices in eyre by Hen. II (and, consequently, before the institution of the court of common pleas)—the parties in a real action were obliged to appear personally before the court; yet Glanvill tells us, that a fine might at all times have been levied by attornay.

It is well known to persons conversant in the law, that a fine—by which is meant, in this place, a composition of a suit (whether actual or feigned) for establishing the title to real property—became, about the middle of the twelfth century, the general mode of transferring lands; so as to secure the possession and evidence the title of the purchaser; and that this was substituted in lieu of a charter of feoffment accompanied by livery of seizin, which, by the ancient common law, had before been the usual mode of conveying and ascertaining the title to lands.

A fine might originally have been levied in the court-baron, hundred, or county-court; as they were, besides, in the courts at Westminster: But from the time of instituting the justices in eyre, fines were usually levied before them, in their circuits; by reason of the pre-eminence of their court over the county-courts. And this circumstance became, very early, a principal cause of these inferior judicatories losing one of the great objects, wherein they exercised a judicial authority—their jurisdiction to hold pleas of land; and being they were constrained—by a consciousness of their incapacity to conduct, by themselves, matters of any intricacy or considerable importance—to admit the assistance of attornies, in carrying on the process of levying a fine.
Attornies as they chose; for the management of their causes. The statute of Merton, ch. 10. made the 20th of Hen. III. (A.D. 1236) enacted—that every freeman who owed suit to the county, tithing, hundred or wapentake, or to a court-baron, might make an Attorney to do his suit for him. The stat. 6. Edw. I. ch. 8. enacted in 1278, also instituted Attornies in the county-courts:* And the stat. of Westminster 2. ch. 10. made the 13th of the same king (A.D. 1285) permitted any person to make a general Attorney, to sue in all pleas during the circuit of the justices in Eyre.

It should be noticed, however, that the "justices"—mentioned above—were not justices of the peace.

* The County-courts, in England, are very different in their construction, powers, and jurisdiction, from the County-courts in this State. There, the County-court "is no court of record, but only a Court-baron"—[See Greenwood's Curia Comitatus Rediviva.]

"Therefore," says the same book, "neither pleas holden in this court by Plaint, nor pleas holden by writ of Justicies, are taken as matters of record; for those pleas are holden by reason of the court, which the sheriff holdeth by virtue of his office." And Dalton, in his office of sheriffs, informs us—that this court was ordained for the sheriff to hold plea there, (in his particular county,) for particular or private matters—under 40 shillings, between party and party.

But in Pennsylvania, we have County-courts, for the trial of civil causes, called Courts of Common Pleas. These tribunals are courts of record; unlimited in their jurisdiction, as to the value in controversy; and they resemble, in their main constitution, the English court of the same denomination. This last is, however, one stationary court, established in Westminster; in consequence of the provision in the 11th chapter of the Magna Charta of King John—that Common Pleas should not follow the royal court, but should be held in some certain place.
These where not instituted till the year 1327; when the duty assigned to the office was merely that of keeping the peace; and chief-justice Holt observed, that he knew not whether they were any thing more, at first, than high-constables—They had no power as judges, till the year 1361; and their jurisdiction is almost wholly confined, in England, to matters of a criminal nature. They have cognizance of disputes, in civil cases, where the value in controversy is very small indeed, and only of certain specified kinds: But

* When Justices of the Peace were first invested with certain judicial powers, it was provided—that one lord, and three or four of the most worthy men in the county, with some learned in the Law, should be made Justices in every county—This was by Stat. 34 Edw. III. ch. 1. And 29 years afterwards, the Stat. 13 Rich. II. ch. 7. directs, that they be of the most sufficient knights, esquires, and gentlemen, of the Law.

But nearly 150 years before the office of Justice of the peace was established in England, the people of that country were sensible of the impropriety of conferring offices in the law on men ignorant of the law; for, in the 53d chapter of king John’s Great Charter, that prince thus engaged to his subjects—“We will not make any Justiciaries, Constables, Sheriffs or Bailiffs, but what are knowing in the law and are duly disposed to observe it.”—All these possessed, in different modes and degrees, either judicial or executive powers, or both, in the Law. Even the “Constables,” at that early period, were the Conservators or Wardens of the peace alluded to by lord Holt; and after the institution of the office of Petty Constable, by the Stat. of Winchester in 1285, the former Constables (who were, in fact, a sort of Justices of the Peace, with certain powers in criminal matters,—until the institution of the office of Justices of the Peace under that denomination, in the reign of Edw. III.) were called High Constables. The High Constable—or Conservator of the Peace for the Hundred—was an officer at common law, in aid of the Sheriff, who is Conservator of the Peace for the whole County; The Petty Constable was appointed to assist the High Constable in the Hundred.